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Talk Money Week (12-18 November2018) is an opportunity 
to have a conversation about money. Whether it’s within 
families, between friends and colleagues, financial services 
and customers, charities and clients, housing associations 
and residents, teachers and students, government and local 
authorities and citizens; Talk Money is about improving 
people’s money management skills and financial wellbeing. 
The first step is breaking the taboos, so that we can all  
Talk Money. 

It is also the annual celebration of the work thousands of 
organisations are doing to improve people’s financial capability 
across the UK. Throughout the week organisations will be 
engaging with their customers, showcasing their services, 
and leading the charge to make their work more effective, by 
turning evidence of what works into action at scale.

The theme for 2018 is financial wellbeing – with a focus on 
what organisations can do to get more people accessing free 
debt advice, more people saving regularly, more young people 
receiving a meaningful financial education and fewer people 
using credit for everyday spending.

What is Talk Money Week?

Financial wellbeing is when people are satisfied with their 
day to day and longer term finances – they are able to 
keep up with bills and credit commitments, have some 
resilience for unexpected costs and life events and aren’t 
feeling anxious about their money. 
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There are Talk Money Weeks happening 
all around the UK. Look out for what’s 
happening near you in Talk Money 
Scotland, Talk Money Wales and  
Talk Money Northern Ireland.

Talk Money Week around 
the UK

Talk Money Week is for anyone, or any 
organisation, working to help people deal better 
with money matters, or any organisation that 
wants to learn more about financial capability and 
what it might mean for them.

It is a great opportunity for you to join, start or 
lead the Talk Money Week conversation. You can: 

 ∞ Demonstrate your commitment to improving 
financial capability.

 ∞ Show you are part of a bigger movement 
working for change.

 ∞ Share your ambition and leadership.

 ∞ Network, connect and learn from other 
organisations.

 ∞ Or get started on your own financial capability 
journey.

Why get involved?

There are lots of ways you can be part of Talk 
Money Week – from showing your support on 
social media, to organising your own Talk Money 
event. We’ve put together loads of ideas for how 
you and your organisation could join, start or lead 
the conversation this Talk Money Week.

Whatever you do, don’t forget to tell us what 
you’ll be doing via the Talk Money Week map.

And don’t forget you can always get in touch  
with us at talkmoneyweek@fincap.org.uk for 
support and ideas.

How can you get involved?
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1.  Follow the Talk Money conversation  

on Twitter and LinkedIn.

2.  If you provide money guidance or debt  
advice, run your own Talk Money event:

•  Showcase the support you provide or 
reach out to new customers by having 
conversations about money somewhere  
new or different.

•  Talk Money with practitioners and other local 
services to review evidence and learning that 
can make your services more effective.

3.  Get your employees to Talk Money using  
your internal communications channels:

•  Ask the Money Advice Service partnerships 
team about our financial wellbeing content 
and ideas.

•  Organise a Talk Money Week financial 
wellbeing event for your people, promoting 
the financial wellbeing support you already 
provide, like childcare vouchers or  
workplace pensions.

 
4.  Engage your customers in Talk Money Week 

by using it as an opportunity to promote 
how the products and services you provide 
can help people to manage their money and 
improve financial wellbeing.

5.  Help make sure young people get a 
meaningful financial education – work to 
improve the quality of the support available in 
schools and beyond, or work with parents to 
help them Talk Money with their children.

Our top tips for getting 
involved
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These are just some ideas from last year, to help get you started:

Get inspired!

 ∞ Citizens Advice Bureau Perth created a board 
game to help people learn about financial 
capability (pictured).

 ∞ The Finance Innovation Lab and Toynbee Hall 
held a ‘Demo Day’ to showcase the innovative 
ideas to support financial health they’d 
been supporting through their Fellowship 
programme.

 ∞ Principality Building Society went back  
to school to teach a financial education  
lesson to more than 1000 children across 
Wales (pictured).

 ∞ Preston City Council based themselves  
in the Preston Bus Station to give money  
advice to commuters.

 ∞ Staff from the West of Scotland Regional 
Equality Council shared their personal financial 
capability tips on social media (pictured).

 ∞ MyBnk delivered ‘Money Twist’ financial 
education lessons to school children across 
London and the South East.

 ∞ Bolton Money Skills set up a stall in the 
city centre to give people information and 
guidance on money management (pictured).

 ∞ The Money Charity held a range of workshops, 
including a financial capability workshop for 
young adults with autism.

 ∞ We loved Merthyr Valley Homes’ campaign  
to get people talking money (pictured).

 ∞ In partnership with HSBC, the London Institute 
of Banking & Finance welcomed 120 girls to 
hear successful women in the industry talk 
about their career and what it is like to work  
in this industry.

 ∞ The Open University’s Centre for the Public 
Understanding of Finance (PUFin) held  
a conference to showcase the latest research 
on improving financial capability.

 ∞ NatWest ran an event to look at how 
organisations could help customers protect 
themselves from financial fraud.

 ∞ Citizens Advice’s Financial Capability Forums 
ran workshops for practitioners looking at  
how to use behaviour change techniques  
with customers.

 ∞ The Financial Inclusion Commission launched 
a new report into ‘Access to Insurance’ with  
a reception at the House of Lords.

Image via @CABPerth

Image via @BoltonMoney

Image via @MerthyrVH

Image via @PrincipalityBS

Image via @WSREC
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Why getting more people 
to Talk Money matters

Too many people across the UK are struggling 
with their finances – facing challenges managing 
their money day to day, in planning and preparing 
for life events and for the longer term. These are 
complex problems which can lead to widespread 
impacts on individual wellbeing, health and the 
UK economy. They cannot be solved by one 
organisation working alone – which is why we 
want you and your organisation to #TalkMoney.

In 2018 Talk Money Week is all about financial 
wellbeing, how we can help people achieve 
through their financial lives, now and in the 
future. Wellbeing means being in control of 
money day to day, not being anxious about 
finances, and being able to cope with the ups 
and downs of life whether it is planned or 
unexpected.

To many people are burdened with problem 
debt, struggle to manage their finances but don’t 
seek help (only 1 in 6 of overindebted people are 
currently accessing help). We want more people 
to access free debt advice.

12.9  
million

12.9m adults have no accessible savings to 
fall back on, but each year three quarters of 
households in the UK get an unexpected bill. We 
want to get more people saving regularly.

Only 40% of 7-17 year olds say they learned about 
money at school. We want all young people to 
get a meaningful financial education during 
primary and secondary learning.

6.4  
million

6.4m adults are having to borrow regularly to 
buy food or pay bills because they are short of 
money. We want to understand about the causes 
and solutions that will help to reduce the number 
of people regularly using credit for everyday 
spending.

Throughout Talk Money Week we want 
organisations to focus on these challenges and 
commit to working with us to overcome them.

Talk Money Week is organised to support 
the Financial Capability Strategy for the 
UK. Launched in October 2015, the 
Strategy is bringing together the many 
people and organisations that can take 
action to permanently address these 
issues. Employers, charities, government 
and business – everyone has got a role 
to drive change, increase confidence 
and help people make the most of their 
money – from pocket money to pensions.

1 in 6
40%
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Talk Money

For employers For financial 
capability delivery 
organisations

For housing 
associations

For local authorities For financial services 
and FinTechs

For financial advisers 
and IFA networks

For policy influencers/
think tanks

For colleges  
and universities 

For early years 
practitioners, schools 
and those working 
with them
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Join the conversation

Show how you are committed to improving 
employee financial wellbeing by sharing or Talk 
Money Week content from @fincapstrategy 
through your employee engagement and social 
media channels.

Encourage your people to Talk Money:

 ∞ Let your employees know that there is  
support available if they are facing money 
worries signposting to support available 
elsewhere (free debt advice support,  
low-cost credit or alternative finance providers,  
or pensions guidance).

 ∞ Promote the financial wellbeing support you 
provide – childcare vouchers, season ticket or 
cycle loans, credit unions, workplace pension, 
pre-retirement support or services available via 
Employee Assistance Programmes. 

 
Start the conversation

Organise a Talk Money Week financial wellbeing 
fair to showcase what is available, invite providers 
you work with to promote their services to your 
people.

Work with providers who deliver workplace based 
support – education seminars, financial advice – 
to make support available to employees during 
Talk Money Week.

Use Talk Money Week to launch new employee 
financial wellbeing support services. These could 
include a payroll saving scheme, partnerships 
with local/associated credit unions, payroll 
deducted interest free loans for rental deposits, 
hardship support (eg replacing stolen bicycles 
if employees rely on them to get to work), 
or defaulting employees into higher pension 
contributions.

Or you could commit to reviewing how your 
organisation supports employee financial 
wellbeing – make a pledge to better understand 
the needs of your people and develop policies 
and partnerships that meet those needs. 

 
Lead the conversation

Be a leader and help to build understanding  
of what works:

 ∞ Commit to undertake a robust evaluation of 
your employee financial wellbeing programme.

 ∞ Launch a field trial of a one of the ideas 
from the FinCap Lab – such as the financial 
wellbeing first aider.

Get in touch talkmoneyweek@fincap.org.uk  
for support and ideas.

Show how you’ll be taking part on the Talk 
Money Week Map.

Talk Money – for employers

What is the FinCap Lab?

The Lab was set up to design and rapidly 
test new solutions informed by behavioural 
science to help people better manage their 
money. The Lab’s ideas all use insights from 
behavioural science and were developed  
in collaboration with over 90 experts from 
across academia, government and the 
financial sector. 

The most promising ideas are then tested 
in the field with public and private partners. 
And, finally, ideas that prove successful in 
initial pilots in the field are scaled up as actual 
financial products and services. 

The Lab has generated over 240 new ideas to 
tackle some of the UK’s most common money 
management challenges, 17 of these ideas 
have been taken forward for testing with  
real people. 

The Lab is now building a coalition of partners, 
so that these ideas can be developed and 
tested in the real world. Together, we can 
shape new services and products, with a fresh 
and more sophisticated understanding of why 
and how people make financial decisions.

16 17
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Join the conversation

Share Talk Money Week content from  
@fincapstrategy on social media.

Develop your own Talk Money campaign to 
promote the services you provide.

Use your regular sessions already planned that 
week to #TalkMoney. Just add it to the map and 
show that you are part of the movement, helping 
more people access support to improve their 
financial wellbeing. 

 
Start the conversation

Put on your own Talk Money Week event:

 ∞ Take your service somewhere new – run 
sessions in a new outreach location, or offer 
taster sessions to new partners/audiences. 

 ∞ Celebrate with your clients – invite clients 
you’ve helped over the year to get together 
and share the difference that your support  
has made.

 ∞ Organise a Talk Money Week challenge – 
perhaps you could challenge your clients to 
a ‘no spend’ day, start a savings challenge, or 
see how much you could help people save by 
switching or shopping around. 

 ∞ Organise a best practice session with other 
local practitioners to share what you are doing 
and explore ways to work together more 
effectively. Learn from other local projects, and 
help them learn from you – share what  
is working well, which resources have you 
found to be effective, which techniques are 
most successful with clients, what challenges 
do you have? 

 
If you are running a Talk Money Week event 
don’t forget to let the local press know or invite 
your MP/MSP/AM or council members

 

 
Lead the conversation

Use Talk Money Week to demonstrate that you 
are putting evidence into action:

 ∞ Make a commitment to review and improve 
your service delivery – use evidence and 
learning from the What Works Fund to make 
your services more effective.

 ∞ Use Talk Money Week to announce new 
partnerships or service developments that 
show how you are scaling up or improving 
your work.

Get in touch talkmoneyweek@fincap.org.uk  
for support and ideas.

Show how you’ll be taking part on the Talk 
Money Week Map.

Talk Money – for financial 
capability delivery organisations

When the Financial Capability Strategy for 
the UK was launched in 2015, evidence 
about what really works to improve financial 
capability was patchy. The What Works Fund 
has supported organisations to build, gather 
and strengthen the evidence, testing new 
solutions, scaling up projects and evaluating 
existing work. To date the programme has 
invested more than £11m in 60 projects. You 
can find out more about the learnings from 
the project here.

18 19
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Join the conversation

Share Talk Money Week content from  
@fincapstrategy on social media.

Develop your own Talk Money campaign to 
promote the services you provide.

Show how you are part of the movement helping 
more people Talk Money and add the support 
you provide for tenants’ financial wellbeing on 
the Talk Money Week Map. 

 
Start the conversation

Organise a Talk Money Week financial wellbeing 
fair to showcase what is available to tenants, 
invite local providers you work with to promote 
their services. 

Use Talk Money Week to launch new services, 
such us a new partnership with a credit union,  
or low cost/affordable credit providers. 

If you are running a Talk Money Week event 
don’t forget to let the local press know or invite 
your MP/MSP/AM.

 
Lead the conversation

Use Talk Money Week to show how you are 
putting evidence into action; announce how you 
are building on evidence from the What Works 
fund to roll out new or improved services to your 
tenants, or make a senior level commitment to 
change policies and services in the year ahead. 

When the Financial Capability Strategy for 
the UK was launched in 2015, evidence 
about what really works to improve financial 
capability was patchy. The What Works Fund 
has supported organisations to build, gather 
and strengthen the evidence, testing new 
solutions, scaling up projects and evaluating 
existing work. To date the programme has 
invested more than £11m in 60 projects. You 
can find out more about the learnings from 
the project here.

 

 
 
Get in touch talkmoneyweek@fincap.org.uk  
for support and ideas.

Show how you’ll be taking part on the Talk 
Money Week Map.

Talk Money – for housing 
associations
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Join the conversation

Share Talk Money Week content from  
@fincapstrategy on social media.

Develop your own Talk Money campaign to 
promote the services that are available to your 
local residents – use your communication 
channels to let residents know what support  
is available. 

 
Start the conversation

Work with local providers to put on  
Talk Money Week events to promote the  
services available locally.

Use Talk Money Week to launch new services, 
such us a new partnership with a credit union,  
or low cost/affordable credit providers.

Organise an event or forum for all of the 
organisations helping people with money 
management in your local area – how can 
agencies work together better or improve referral 
processes?

Use the week to ensure your frontline staff are 
trained to support residents facing financial 
difficulties (look at MAS’s Creditor Toolkit for 
ideas) or that those supporting young people and 
families are helping them to build good financial 
behaviours. 

 
If you are running a Talk Money Week event 
don’t forget to let the local press know or invite 
your MP/MSP/AM.

 

 

Lead the conversation

Be a leader and commit to reviewing all the 
touchpoints and aspects of your local services 
that impact on financial wellbeing from the 
support you provide to looked after children, 
your behaviour and policies as a creditor to 
how you help residents navigate the social care 
system. Use Talk Money Week to launch your 
commitment of to reinvigorate your financial 
inclusion/wellbeing strategy.

Get in touch talkmoneyweek@fincap.org.uk  
for support and ideas.

Show how you’ll be taking part on the Talk 
Money Week Map.

Talk Money – for local 
authorities
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Join the conversation

Share Talk Money Week content from  
@fincapstrategy on social media.

Let your customers know how you can help 
them with their money through your own Talk 
Money campaign:

 ∞ Promote the positive ways that your products 
and services can help people with their money 
– whether it’s helping them build their savings, 
their credit score or switching. 

 ∞ Highlight the ways customers can get help 
if they are worried about money or facing 
financial difficulties. 

 
Start the conversation

Organise in branch Talk Money events where 
your people promote the ways that your products 
can help them get the most out of their money 
– you could invite local delivery organisations to 
showcase their services too. 

Talk Money Week is a great opportunity to launch 
new research or insights about money – or to 
showcase work in the pipeline. Organise an event 
with stakeholders to showcase what you have 
learned and how you want to take it forward.

Announce new product features or  
partnerships that are going to help your 
customers with their money. 

Demonstrate that senior leaders within your 
business are committed to helping customers 
Talk Money – organise a ‘back to the floor’ 
event where leaders are on the frontline helping 
customers with their money.

Showcase any work or programmes you are 
funding that help customers with their money. 

 
Lead the conversation

Be a leader and help to build understanding  
of what works.

 ∞ Launch a programme to build robust evidence 
of the ideas generated by the FinCap Labs – for 
example how sliders can be used to encourage 
people to pay back their borrowing quicker.

 ∞ Commit to improving financial wellbeing 
across your business – undertake a programme 
to review, build evidence and improve how you 
support financial wellbeing.

Get in touch talkmoneyweek@fincap.org.uk  
for support and ideas.

Show how you’ll be taking part on the Talk 
Money Week Map. 

What is the FinCap Lab?

The Lab was set up to design and rapidly 
test new solutions informed by behavioural 
science to help people better manage their 
money. The Lab’s ideas all use insights from 
behavioural science and were developed  
in collaboration with over 90 experts from 
across academia, government and the 
financial sector. 

The most promising ideas are then tested 
in the field with public and private partners. 
And, finally, ideas that prove successful in 
initial pilots in the field are scaled up as actual 
financial products and services. 

The Lab has generated over 240 new ideas  
to tackle some of the UK’s most common 
money management challenges, 17 of these 
ideas have been taken forward for testing  
with real people. 

The Lab is now building a coalition of partners, 
so that these ideas can be developed and 
tested in the real world. Together, we can 
shape new services and products, with a fresh 
and more sophisticated understanding of why 
and how people make financial decisions.

 

Talk Money – for financial 
services and FinTechs
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Join the conversation

Get involved on social media – share Talk Money 
Week content from @fincapstrategy.

Run your own Talk Money campaign on social 
media promoting your services and helping 
customers to understand the importance of 
seeking regulated advice. 

 
Start the conversation

Put on your own Talk Money Week event:

 ∞ You could offer taster sessions to reach 
potential customers.

 ∞ Engage with local charities or community 
groups to help people understand the 
services you provide – run a stall at one of 
their meetings to help potential customers 
understand the services you provide and the 
value of seeking advice.

Promote and showcase your work with  
corporate clients – provide them with materials 
and support to run their own Talk Money  
events with your advisers. 

Get in touch talkmoneyweek@fincap.org.uk  
for support and ideas.

Show how you’ll be taking part on the Talk 
Money Week Map.

 
Lead the conversation

Be a leader and help to build understanding of 
what works – develop a partnership to support 
one of the ideas from the FinCap Lab – such  
as the financial wellbeing first aider.  

What is the FinCap Lab?

The Lab was set up to design and rapidly 
test new solutions informed by behavioural 
science to help people better manage their 
money. The Lab’s ideas all use insights from 
behavioural science and were developed  
in collaboration with over 90 experts from 
across academia, government and the 
financial sector. 

The most promising ideas are then tested 
in the field with public and private partners. 
And, finally, ideas that prove successful in 
initial pilots in the field are scaled up as actual 
financial products and services. 

The Lab has generated over 240 new ideas  
to tackle some of the UK’s most common 
money management challenges, 17 of these 
ideas have been taken forward for testing  
with real people. 

The Lab is now building a coalition of partners, 
so that these ideas can be developed and 
tested in the real world. Together, we can 
shape new services and products, with a fresh 
and more sophisticated understanding of why 
and how people make financial decisions.

Talk Money – for financial 
advisers and IFA networks
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Join the conversation

Join the Talk Money Week conversation on social 
media – sharing content from @fincapstrategy.

Acknowledge the role that money plays in many 
aspects of life – from mental health, housing, 
employability, social mobility, relationships – join 
the conversation about why talking money is 
important in the agendas you care most about. 

 
Start the conversation

Launch new research or reports about money  
or aspects of financial capability during  
Talk Money Week.

Publish a set of policy recommendations or 
organise an event to debate the challenges 
and opportunities of how money and financial 
capability contribute to the social outcomes  
you are focused on. 

 
Lead the conversation

Put on a round table of thought leadership event 
bringing together key stakeholders on one of 
the focus areas of Talk Money 2018 – how to 
get more people saving, more people accessing 
free debt advice, providing a meaningful financial 
education to all children and young people and 
how to reduce the use of credit for everyday 
spending. These could be events focused on  
an existing solution that could contribute to  
the challenge or events trying to forge new  
ideas and partnerships.

Get in touch talkmoneyweek@fincap.org.uk  
for support and ideas.

Show how you’ll be taking part on the Talk 
Money Week Map.

Talk Money – for policy 
influencers/think tanks
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Join the conversation

Join the Talk Money Week conversation on social 
media – sharing content from @fincapstrategy.

Create your own Talk Money campaign to 
promote the services that you provide to  
your students. 

 
Start the conversation

Run your own Talk Money Week event:

 ∞ Put on your own finance fair with other local 
providers.

 ∞ Use the week to promote or showcase your 
services – take them somewhere new or 
different to draw attention to what is on offer.

 ∞ Organise a Talk Money Week challenge – no 
spending days, or challenge people to save.

Use Talk Money Week to launch new services, 
such us a new partnership with a credit union,  
or low cost/affordable credit providers. 

If you are running a Talk Money Week event 
don’t forget to let the local press know or invite 
your MP/MSP/AM.

 

 
Lead the conversation

Use Talk Money Week to demonstrate that you 
are putting evidence into action:

 ∞ Make a commitment to review and improve 
your service delivery – use evidence and 
learning from the What Works Fund to make 
your services more effective.

 ∞ Use Talk Money Week to announce new 
partnerships or service developments that 
show how you are scaling up or improving 
your work. 

When the Financial Capability Strategy for 
the UK was launched in 2015, evidence 
about what really works to improve financial 
capability was patchy. The What Works Fund 
has supported organisations to build, gather 
and strengthen the evidence, testing new 
solutions, scaling up projects and evaluating 
existing work. To date the programme has 
invested more than £11m in 60 projects. You 
can find out more about the learnings from 
the project here.

Get in touch talkmoneyweek@fincap.org.uk  
for support and ideas.

Show how you’ll be taking part on the Talk 
Money Week Map.

Talk Money – for colleges  
and universities
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Join the conversation

Join the Talk Money Week conversation on social 
media – sharing content from @fincapstrategy.

Create your own Talk Money campaign  
to promote the services that you provide  
to customers. 

 
Start the conversation

Put on your own Talk Money Week event:

 ∞ Bring together local support organisations that 
help people with money to look at how you 
can improve services and referrals.

 ∞ Showcase all the ways you are supporting 
people to manage their money through the 
services you provide.

 ∞ Organise a Talk Money event for parents and 
provide support and training to make them 
more confident talking about money with 
their children – look at learnings from the Talk, 
Learn, Do programme for inspiration. 

Talk, Learn, Do is a pilot programme providing 
financial education through parenting 
programmes across Wales. It helps parents 
think about their role in supporting their 
children’s relationship with money and 
encourages them to look at their own money 
management behaviours.

 

Use Talk Money Week to review how you  
are providing support – commit to reviewing  
your provision to make sure it is evidence based 
and effective. 

  Young Money, MyBnk, the Money Charity, 
the London Institute of Banking and Finance 
and, the Money Advice Service have been 
working together to agree a common set 
of learning objectives for teachers to use. 
Covering the 3-18 age range and published 
as two frameworks – one for primary and one 
for secondary – they support the planning, 
teaching, and progression of financial 
education by setting out the key areas of 
financial knowledge, skills and attitudes, 
across four core themes: how to manage 
money, becoming a critical consumer, 
managing risks and emotions associated with 
money and understanding the important role 
money plays in our lives. 

If you are running a Talk Money Week event 
don’t forget to let the local press know or invite 
your MP/MSP/AM or council members.

 
Lead the conversation

Announce a major new partnership or service 
development which shows how you are leading 
the debate and putting evidence into action. 

Get in touch talkmoneyweek@fincap.org.uk  
for support and ideas.

Show how you’ll be taking part on the Talk 
Money Week Map.

Talk Money – for early years 
practitioners, schools and 
those working with them
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